8:00am – Noon

Board Meeting
Global Center for Health Innovation

8:30am – 4:30pm

University of Rochester Life Science Learning Center Workshop
Room 23 • Special Program • Invitation Only

NABT/BSCS AP Biology Leadership Academy Cohort II Workshop
Room 25B • Special Program • Invitation Only

NABT/BSCS AP Biology Leadership Academy Cohort III Workshop
Room 25C • Special Program • Invitation Only

12:30pm – 4:00pm

Field Trip: Tour of the Cleveland Clinic Lerner Research Institute
$ Cleveland Convention Center Lobby • Tickets Required

Take a special tour of the Cleveland Clinic Lerner Research Institute (LRI), home to all laboratory-based, translational and clinical research at Cleveland Clinic. With a mission to understand the underlying causes of human diseases and to develop new treatments and cures, the Institute focuses on disease-oriented research. During this tour, you will visit three labs focused on genomic medicine, biomedical engineering and stem cell biology. See page 17 for full details.

Shuttles will depart the lobby of the Cleveland Convention Center at 12:30pm.
Return shuttles will depart the Lerner Research Institute at 4:00pm.

2:00pm – 4:00pm

Special Workshop: Faculty as Change Agents: Facilitating Departmental Transformation toward Vision and Change
Room 21 • Instructional Strategies/Technologies • 2Y 4Y GA • Tickets Required

Participants will engage with the resources being developed by the Partnership for Undergraduate Life Science Education (PULSE) for implementing Vision and Change recommendations at the department/institutional level. You will learn leadership skills that will enable you to facilitate meaningful transformation in your department and institution. Using PULSE rubrics, you will gauge your department’s progress toward Vision and Change and consider strategies for enhancing your programs by integrating evidence-based instructional practices.

Taylor Allen, Oberlin College, Oberlin, OH; William Davis, Washington State University, Pullman, WA; Sharon Gusky, Northwestern Connecticut Community College, Winchester, CT; and Karen Klyczek, University of Wisconsin-River Falls, River Falls, WI

4:30pm – 5:30pm

NABT/BSCS AP Biology Leadership Academy Reception
Room 25A • Special Program • Invitation Only
Sponsored by CAROLINA®
www.carolina.com

5:00pm – 7:00pm

NABT Meet & Greet
Global Center for Health Innovation Atrium • Special Event

The Global Center for Health Innovation welcomes you to Cleveland with a special reception and tour of this one-of-a-kind facility. The Global Center showcases the latest in healthcare through state-of-the-art spaces and programs that highlight innovations in technology, biomedical equipment and delivery of care through cutting edge industry breakthroughs. With four floors highlighting different themes, each suite offers an interactive and informative experience that will be augmented by a fun activity just for NABT Meet & Greet attendees.